


















































































































 
New York City Council 

Committee on Civil and Human Rights 
 

January 22, 2020 
Hearing re: Proposed Int. No. 1314-A 

 
Written Testimony of The Bronx Defenders 

By Zoni Rockoff, Law Graduate in the Civil Action Practice 
 
My name is Zoni Rockoff and I’m a law graduate in the Civil Action Practice at The Bronx                  
Defenders. Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today on this important matter. 
 
The Bronx Defenders (“BxD”) is a public defender non-profit that is radically transforming how              
low-income people in the Bronx are represented in the legal system, and, in doing so, is                
transforming the system itself. Our staff of over 350 includes interdisciplinary teams made up of               
criminal, civil, immigration, and family defense attorneys, as well as social workers, benefits             
specialists, legal advocates, parent advocates, investigators, and team administrators, who          
collaborate to provide holistic advocacy to address the causes and consequences of legal system              
involvement. Through this integrated team-based structure, we have pioneered a groundbreaking,           
nationally-recognized model of representation called holistic defense that achieves better          
outcomes for our clients. Each year, we defend more than 20,000 low-income Bronx residents in               
criminal, civil, child welfare, and immigration cases, and reach thousands more through our             
community intake, youth mentoring, and outreach programs. Through impact litigation, policy           
advocacy, and community organizing, we push for systemic reform at the local, state, and              
national level. We take what we learn from the clients and communities that we serve and launch                 
innovative initiatives designed to bring about real and lasting change. 
 
Introduction 
 
The Civil Action Practice deals with the countless consequences our clients face as the result of a                 
criminal arrest and prosecution. These enmeshed penalties can range from a loss of employment,              
to disqualification from housing programs, eviction, loss of financial assistance, loss of property,             
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and loss of professional licenses. Much of the work we do focuses on assisting people with                
criminal records in obtaining employment and housing. Many of our clients experience            
suspensions or loss of employment even from such seemingly favorable criminal dispositions as             
ACDs and violations. We therefore applaud the Civil and Human Rights committee for extended              
the Fair Chance Act protections to cover these dispositions, and have a few suggestions to ensure                
that the language of this bill offers the greatest protections to employees.  
 
 
ACDs Can Often Result in Suspension or Termination 
 
Int. 1314-A provides much needed relief for people who resolve their criminal cases with an               
adjournment in contemplation of dismissal (ACD). An ACD can be just as damaging as a more                
serious charge where a person is awaiting trial or sentence, because an ACD remains open on a                 
person’s rap sheet until the case is eventually dismissed. Greater protections are needed to ensure               
that these dispositions are not viewed by employers in a negative light. As advocates in BxD’s                
Civil Action Practice, much of our time is taken up with advocacy for clients who have received                 
ACDs. This is because an ACD does not result in immediate dismissal, but rather a deferred                
dismissal. Clients who receive them have their case administratively adjourned typically for 6 to              
12 months. The official dismissal and sealing is only reflected on a person’s rap sheet at the                 
successful conclusion of this 6 or 12 months without rearrest. Despite the ultimate dismissal of               
the criminal charges, however, ACDs can result in a number of negative, and often overlooked,               
consequences. 
 
In the context of a criminal case, an ACD is often an attractive option: stay out of trouble for 6 to                     
12 months, and the case terminates in your favor and seals pursuant to PL § 160.50. The case is                  
fully dismissed, the outcome the same as if a client proceeded to and won at trial without the                  
uncertainty. For the duration of the 6- or 12-month adjournment, however, the case remains open               
on a person’s rap sheet until that ultimate dismissal, as if the person were proceeding to trial.                 
This can lead to endless negative employment impacts, since employers running background            
checks only see the open case until the successful conclusion of the 6 or 12 months.  
 
To get a sense of how prevalent ACDs are, 20% of all misdemeanors and felonies in New York                  
State resolved in ACDs in 2018. That statistic is even higher in New York City, where almost a                  1

quarter of misdemeanors and felonies were dismissed as ACDs. In 2019 alone, BxD clients              2

accepted almost 3,300 ACDs. For those people who do accept ACDs, virtually every case              

1 NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York State Adult Arrests Disposed (2019), 
https://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/crimnet/ojsa/dispos/nys.pdf. 
2 NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York City Adult Arrests Disposed (2019), 
https://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/crimnet/ojsa/dispos/nyc.pdf 
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results in dismissal; only a tiny fraction of cases result in rescinding of the ACD and reopening                 
the underlying case. Data from the Legal Aid Society indicates that in 2016, 99.4% of accepted                
ACDs resulted in dismissal, and the 0.6% that did not resulted in a disorderly conduct plea, a                 
non-criminal violation.  3

 
These statistics make clear that an enormous number of people in New York City are walking                
around with open charges on their rap sheets, even though they have already accepted a               
favorable disposition that will almost inevitably be dismissed and sealed—erased from their            
record in a matter of months. To private and public employers, however, these cases appear to be                 
open, the only information available suggesting that the person is still being charged with the               
underlying offense. Employers who see these open charges are much more likely to deny an               
initial applicant, suspend a current employee, or depending on the severity of the charges, even               
terminate a current employee. Moreover, open charges also pose a barrier to applicants for public               
licenses, the majority of which require background checks.  
 
An open ACD is particularly detrimental for people in private employment. If a private employer               
subscribes to updates from a criminal background check service, they will receive an update              
when an employee is arrested, or in the case of an applicant, when the applicant is offered a                  
conditional offer and a background check is run. If that employee or applicant has accepted an                
ACD in their case, the initial arrest charges will be the only information available to that                
employer and the disposition of an ACD will only appear once the 6 months to a year of “good                   
behavior” are fulfilled. This is incredibly detrimental to clients since employers are likely to see               
open charges without any additional information regarding the disposition, and suspend or            
terminate employees as a result of these charges. The same applies to many public employers               
and licensing organizations, who are automatically notified by the Division of Criminal Justice             
Services in Albany when an employee or applicant has an arrest or open case. Employees such as                 
security guards, home health aides, and Department of Education employees all require state             
licensing or approval. The respective agencies are all notified immediately upon a client’s arrest,              
and oftentimes will suspend an employee or deny an applicant based on the severity of the                
charges against them. For clients who accept ACDs, that information is not available to their               
employer or licensing agency, merely the fact that the charges against them remain open. This               
often results in an automatic and prolonged suspension, or an applicants’ denial requiring them              
to reapply for the position once the charges are eventually dismissed.  
 
For example, in our office we work with many employees of the Department of Education               
(DOE), ranging from paraprofessionals to janitors to after-school instructors. Many of our clients             

3 Melissa Ader, Opinion: Loophole Means Criminal Charges Set to be Dismissed Still Upend Lives in NYS, City 
Limits (March 7, 2019) 
https://citylimits.org/2019/03/07/opinion-loophole-means-criminal-charges-set-to-be-dismissed-upend-lives-in-nys/. 
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have been longtime and dedicated school employees, yet an arrest for charges completely             
unrelated to their employment can trigger an automatic suspension once DOE is notified. Our              
clients are then left in limbo as they wait for the eventual dismissal to be officially reflected on                  
their rap sheets. In the meantime, they are suspended without pay, and oftentimes must seek               
public benefits or search for temporary short-term employment in order to support themselves             
and their family during their prolonged suspensions.  
 
Clearly, greater protections are needed to ensure that these so-called favorable dispositions            
actually work as intended and do not in fact, prolong a person’s suspension from work, or even                 
worse, result in their termination while a person awaits an eventual dismissal. 
 
Violations Also Carry Employment Consequences  
 
Like ACDs, violations are another often-accepted plea that results in a “non-criminal            
disposition.” A violation is not considered a crime, but an offense for which a sentence not                
exceeding 15 days imprisonment can be imposed. Violations can range from charges such as              
trespass, disorderly conduct, or loitering. As non-criminal dispositions, the vast majority of            
violations and traffic infractions seal immediately upon sentence, pursuant to PL § 160.50. Once              
sealed, the charge should no longer be reflected on a person’s rap sheet, and, subsequently,               
should not be visible to public and private employers. Like ACDs, violations are also widely               
offered and accepted in criminal court: 25% of all misdemeanors and felonies in New York State                
resulted in non-criminal dispositions (which encompasses both violations and traffic infractions)           
in 2018. The percentage of cases resolved with a violation in New York City was similar at                 4

23%.   5

 
Unfortunately, violation convictions are not always properly sealed pursuant to PL § 160.50. As              
with any case, the disposition information has to be transmitted from the courts to the Division of                 
Criminal Justice Statistics (DCJS) in Albany. In order for a violation to actually seal on a                
person’s rap sheet, the court must enter the proper code internally and this information must be                
relayed to DCJS. However, as evidenced by the tireless work of the civil legal advocates in our                 
office to ensure that our clients’ rap sheets accurately reflect the outcomes in their cases, this                
does not always happen. Where a case does not automatically seal, or the error is not caught and                  
corrected, either the violation itself or the underlying charge is still visible to employers.              
Employers who aren’t familiar with the distinctions between violations and criminal dispositions            

4 NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York State Adult Arrests Disposed (2019), 
https://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/crimnet/ojsa/dispos/nys.pdf. 
5 NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, New York City Adult Arrests Disposed (2019), 
https://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/crimnet/ojsa/dispos/nyc.pdf. 
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can still see these charges and may assume that the employee or applicant still has a conviction                 
or open case.  
 
For example, we have also had clients employed in various city agencies who were informed by                
their unions that pleas to violations such as disorderly conduct, even though unrelated to their               
employment, would result in their termination from jobs they have held for years.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Combined, ACDs and violations make up almost half of all case dispositions citywide. Many              
people facing criminal charges accept these dispositions under the impression that they are             
favorable or non-criminal dispositions and will therefore not pose a risk to employment. As our               
clients’ experiences show, however, if ACDs still remain open or violations still appear on rap               
sheets, these dispositions can interfere as much as an open criminal case or finding of guilt as far                  
as employment is concerned. An employer still sees an open criminal case or what appears to be                 
a criminal conviction and may suspend or terminate on this basis; certainly that has been the                
experience of many of our clients. We applaud the city council for addressing this important               
matter through Proposed Int. No. 1314-A but feel that several important changes could improve              
the bill’s protections for our clients.  
 

● Firstly, the bill as it currently stands includes language requiring the consideration of             
“Fair Chance Factors” to be considered for arrests or accusations pending at the time of               
an application for employment, and arrests or convictions that have occurred during            
employment. One of the included factors is “any additional information produced by the             
employee, or produced on their behalf, in regards to their rehabilitation or good conduct,              
including history of positive performance and conduct on the job or in the community, or               
any other evidence of good conduct.” The inclusion of “rehabilitation” language is            
unnecessary in the case of employees who have merely been arrested for or accused of a                
crime: oftentimes there will be no evidence of rehabilitation for these employees to             
present since the time between an arrest and employer notification can be so rapid.              
Moreover, expecting employees to be developing evidence of rehabilitation after an arrest            
when they may still be maintaining their innocence places an unnecessary burden on             
them. As such, we believe this language in the context of arrests/accusations is             
unnecessary.  
 

● Secondly, the bill also includes language providing for employers to take “adverse action             
against an applicant or employee who is found to have made misrepresentations            
regarding their arrest or conviction history.” This language is incredibly broad, and could             
give employers the leeway to deny applicants or terminate employees for any            
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misrepresentation, however insignificant, and regardless of the applicant or employee’s          
intent. This would require clients to have essentially a perfect understanding of the             
charges and dispositions on their rap sheets to not accidentally run afoul of this standard -                
which due to the complexity of reading rap sheets not to mention the passage of time, is                 
an unfairly difficult burden. As such, we believe this language must be more narrowly              
phrased to avoid giving employers the discretion to deny applicants and employees over             
the smallest of reporting errors.  

 
This legislation provides an important safeguard to prevent employers from considering ACDs            
and violations, where people are still awaiting an eventual dismissal or where a violation still               
appears on their record. We feel that with these changes, the bill can achieve even more in                 
ensuring employees and applicants are fairly considered. Thank you for your consideration of             
these important matters. 
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